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P erso n a l D eductions and A llow an ces
Single: £M240 (1948-1968); 300 (1969-1972);
320 (1973-1974); 380 (1975)
430 (1976)
Married Couple:
£M420 (1948-1968); 540 (1969-1972)
580 (1973-1974); 680 (1975) 780 (1976)

'RENAISSANCE IN FRANCE, ITS HISTORY AND
ITS LI TERATURE:
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY*
by Gregory

de

R ocher and B ernerd C . We b e r

Children:
First Child — £M 80
Second Child —
60
Third Child —
40 (1948-1951)
Every Child —
80 (1952-1968)
Child —9 years

9-16
16 +
Child —9 years
9-16
16 +

110
125
140 (1969-1972)
130

145
160 (1973 onwards)

Dependents: Maximum allowance of £M 60 (1948-1968)
100 (1969-1972)
120 (1973 onwards)
Medical Expenses: £M20 per head including dependent relative
(1948-1972). Since then an annual allowance up to a maximum of
£M300 per family is granted, against the presentation of bills for
professional, nursing, hospitalisation fees and medicinals. In ad
dition a chronic illn ess allowance of £M100 per annum is granted
where required.
Life Assurance: Maximum of £M100 per annum or one-sixth of total
income which ever is less. (1948-1974). Since then maximum has
been raised to £M200 annually.

The trend toward interdisciplinary study is becoming well-estab

lished, despite inevitable conflicts arising from our traditional
university divisions. The development of a course or seminar at
tempting to draw parallels between the political and literary be
havior of a given period and country might well have been opposed
by either or both of the departments of history and language, not to
mention curriculum committees. New structures, however, now fa
cilitate such investigations, both within and outside existing terms
and programs. Thus, during the regular term, General Studies,
Honors C lasses, or similar relatively recent additions to the curri
culum roster offer courses created by groups of instructors or even
by students and instructors. Interim Terms, on the other hand, as a
sort of pause in the academic calendar, more easily lend them
selves to the pooling of students and instructors wishing to widen
their experience in particular subjects or periods without draining
the staff or equipment necessary for the maintenance of operating
programs.
We propose to relate here the experience of an interdisciplinary
course offered during such an Interim Term. Although some details
may be applicable only to our situation at the University of Ala
bama, many aspects, m utatis mutandis, could be adopted for sim
ilar courses elsewhere- At least three major differences, we should
like to point out, separate the type of course we developed and
taught from the very interesting cours plu ridisciplin aire described
recently by Palomba Paves-Yashinsky.1 To begin with, ours was a
team effort: major political and economic developments of the
period were delineated by the history instructor while the literature
was presented by the language instructor. Next is the fact that our
course lasted only three weeks, the length of the Interim Term
' " L e R é a lis m e en littérature e t en peinture dans la deuxième moitié du
dix-neuvième s i è c l e en F r a n c e ” : Remarques sur un cours p lu rid is cip li
naire,’ F r e n c h R e v i e w , 47, No. 3 (1 947), 566 -72.
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(May 13 to May 31)- The third point is that we were seeking to
bring as much of the period as possible to students not yet famil*
iar with sixteenth-century France.
Our course was spurred into existence by the accumulation of
various regrets over the systems in which we found ourselves
locked. There was too little time in the formal courses to treat as
much as we would like the history behind the literature or, respec
tively, the literature as it reflected institutions, events and ha
bits of life and thought. In two different departments, two courses,
The History of the Renaissance with its would-be counterpart The
Literature of the Renaissance, were providing for two different
disciplines. Only too obvious were the advantages to be gained by
uniting them. The Interim Term conveniently provided this oppor
tunity.
The period dealt with in the course was divided into two major
movements', the French Renaissance and the Reformation. Various
aspects of the historical background were covered and accom
panied by the EMC filmstrip lectures on the R enaissance. The
historical section of this course provided a sketch of the principal
political developments in French history from the reign of Charles
VIII (1483*1498) to the assassination of Henry IV in P aris in May,
1610. Attention was focused on the institudonal aspects of this
period, especially the monarchy, the social structure, the legal as
pects of society, and the growing importance of urban development.
The serious impact of the outbreak of the civil-religious struggle
between Catholics and Huguenots which began in March, 1562, and
which continued intermittently until nearly the end of the sixteenth
century received special attention. Mimeographed sheets distribu
ted to the students, and which covered such topics as French in
terests in overseas expansion during the sixteenth century, the
significant peace treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis of April, 1559 (invol
ving the dynasdc interests of the royal houses of Habsburg, Val
o is, and Tudor), and similar topics greatly facilitated the work of
the lecturer in covering much b asic, groundwork. Inasmuch as the
c la s s was small there was ample time for students to ask quesdons and thereby clear up any possible misunderstandings. Be
cause many students lacked an adequate grasp of French geograr
phy, a mimeographed lis t of critical places in France at the dme
was given to the student to learn, and a subsequent map test
spurred on those who might possibly have neglected this aspect of
the course.
In regard to the literature, after an introduction on the classical
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and medieval traditions and the role of Italian and other European
literature, attention was directed to three Grands Rh étoriqueurs in
an attempt to understand the type of writing cultivated by the
courtisans of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century. Par
ticularly interesting were Clément Marot’s 'epitres’ to François
1er: allusions accompanied by his playful wit are frequently made
to such recent happenings as the Collège Royal, the increasingly
overshadowing movement of Evangelism, but also to minor and
more personal incidents such as his interest in Anne d’Alençon or
his misadventures with an untrustworthy valet. A major literary as
well as historical fugure was the talented Marguerite de Navarre,
sister of the king and also a protector of Marot; both her religious
poetry and her sometime ribald tales were found to give a more
complete account of the tastes of Renaissance readers. François
Rabelais, with his giants and his energetic trickster Panurge, was
seen to embody the contemporary qualities of exuberance, play,
discovery, and erudition as displayed by the humanists and, less
gloriously, by fossilized tutors; a film on this perplexing author
entitled 'Jusques au feu ex clu siv e' lent by the French Cultural
Services animated even more the moments spent on Pantagruel.
Pierre de Ronsard and Joachim Du Bellay in the area of French
poetic hegemony contributed to the nationalistic spirit which
reigned throughout the middle of the century. Ronsard's p o é sie
engagée, it was felt, announced the more turbulent works to flow
from the pens of the Baroque poets. Both Catholics and Protes
tants, the students noted, used a powerful if not violent imagery in
their works. Jean de Sponde, Guillaume de Saliuste du Bartas,
Agrippa D’Aubigné, and die numerous participants of L a Vertu du
Catholicon d ’Espagne are but a few who expressed vehement poli
tical and religious passions over the edicts, m assacres, and wars
during the la s t half of the century. More sober recountals of the
events were read in the works of Blaise de Monluc and Michel de
l’Hospital, while Jean Bodin formulated a policy supporting a
powerful monarch. Another voice spoke out more softly on the trou
bles of the period: Michel de Montaigne offered in what was pos
sibly the keenest of detail the workings of a reflective mind in
self-chosen seclusion during the closing decades of the French
Reformation.
This rapid resumé scarcely conveys the amount of material our
concentrated schedule permitted us to cover. In order to fulfill the
requirements laid down by the College concerning the number of
contact hours necessary for a given course to award three credit
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hours, daily meetings of three hours were held. Although the his
tory and the literature of the period constituted the heart of the
course, guest lecturers on the music and the furniture of the Re
naissance provided an enjoyable variation in the students’ concen
tration on the subject matter. Two volumes donated by the cultural
attaché served a similar purpose; L ’Art monumental and the fasci
nating engravings of L 'E c o le de Fontainebleau afforded visual
proof of the classical heritage and the brilliant luxury of the French
courts. A book by the distinguished sixteenth century French hu
manist, Adrien Turnèbe’s P h ilo so p h ia e el Graecarum literarum
reg ii p r o fe s s o n s . . . (Paris, 1580), was also examined by the stu
dents so that they might perceive at first hand something of the
nature of French printing and binding of the late Renaissance
period. Other visual studies were facilitated by still more gifts and
loans from the French Cultural Services: posters illustrating Re
naissance chateaux and several slide series on the art, scientific
discoveries, architecture, and even handicraft of the. tim e.3
In spite of the effort required before and during such a course,
the experience was a rewarding one, for a number of the students
found the experiment as stimulating as it was demanding. The in
structors as well found it a challenge to present the complex inter
relationships of political, social, and cultural life which provided
the foundations for the growth of one of the great nations of Wes
tern Europe.

2We wish to e x p ress our deep gratitude to Monsieur Gérard Roubichou,
Cultural A tta ch é a t New O rleans, whose immediate r e s p o n s e and genero
s ity contributed to the s u c c e s s of the c o u r s e .

POEMS
by J . Aquilina

DYING
Dying must be an extraordinary experience,
A sort of examination one sits for only once
And can’t afford to fail.
I wonder what it is like?
Do you know?
Can you tell?
Ever tried to find out?
Have you the feel of it
As one has the feel of ice or fire?
(No need to run away from what is as real as life).
You are not a coward, are you?
I imagine dying to be something like slipping
From one cocoon dream into another —
Or slimy slug zigzagging between two unrealities,
Perpetual cycle of life,
Tinsel and gossomer —
Wet, sticky eel that slips from between your fingers,
Or like falling off the arms of Mother Earth
To lie flat on the hard ground
Face upwards, eyes staring into a vacuum
T ill you are covered over with dust —
Black dust, white dust, choking dust —
Metamorphosized
Into something different,
Perhaps réjuvination
Of all dead bones and withered nerves,
Or like the scattering of seeds on a patch
Of barren soil
From season to season,
For ever and ever,
As we say in our prayers.
Really, I am at a loss for the right image.
But if you think this is not the right figure of speech,
See if you can find a better image yourself
To express the extraordinary experience of dying.

